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The magnetic properties of ferromagnetic mesostructures are currently attracting 
interest both from a fundamental viewpoint and their potential applications in magnetic 
random access memory. In this thesis, the magnetization reversal process in arrays of 
ferromagnetic patterned mesostructures fabricated by KrF deep UV lithography was 
investigated using a combination of ex-situ and in-situ field magnetic force microcopy 
(MFM) and micromagnetic simulations. We investigated in detail the effect of various 
physical parameters, and found that the reversal behavior of ring arrays is strongly 
dependent on parameters such as ring packing density and film thickness. 
Firstly, a systematic study of the effect of magnetostatic interactions in elongated 
Ni80Fe20 rings using the ex-situ field MFM method was performed. It was observed 
clearly from the magnetic force microscopy that the transitions from onion state to vortex 
and vortex to the reverse onion states are strongly dependent on the ring edge-to-edge 
spacing due to dipolar interaction. We found that for the closely packed ring array, the 
transitions occur at a much lower field due to collective magnetic switching as compared 
with widely spaced rings.  
Secondly, it was also observed that the magnetization state of the rings can be 
markedly modified by the film thickness. The formation of transverse domain wall for the 
thinner film and vortex wall for the thicker film, which gives rise to different MFM 
contrasts in onion state, was observed. The observation of the distinctive magnetization 
states has been further verified by the micromagnetic simulations, which show good 
agreement with the MFM images. The magnetization states in the rings have also been 
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found to be dependent on the field orientation due to the shape anisotropy introduced by 
the asymmetric nature of the rings. 
Thirdly, the magnetization reversal process of Co ring arrays was studied by the 
in-situ field MFM, where a constant magnetic field is sustained through a custom-made 
fixture while the MFM images were acquired. It was observed that the Co rings typically 
undergo a uniform->onion->vortex->reverse uniform state transition. However, each 
transition generally spans over a range of fields due to the switching field distribution in 
the arrays, and at a lower field strength the coexistence of different magnetization states 
was observed.  These observations were further verified by the micromagnetic 
simulations, which show good agreement with the experimental results. We also 
performed the in-situ field MFM measurements on the Co ring arrays with the same 
lateral dimension of ring but with smaller film thickness and inter-ring spacing 
respectively. It was found that the change in film thickness and inter-ring spacing 
markedly modify the magnetization state and switching field distribution in the arrays. 
The switching sequence was, however, not affected by the variation of the two 
parameters.  
 Lastly, we fabricated arrays of anti-ring mesostructure, and performed in-situ field 
measurements. The magnetization reversal sequence for this novel structure was 
investigated systematically and interesting results were obtained. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
In the last decade, there has been significant interest in the properties of magnetic 
mesostructures, both from fundamental and application view points. This interest can be 
attributed largely to the advances in fabrication techniques using both bottom-up and top-
down approaches and nano-characterization techniques such as scanning probe 
microscopy (SPM), nano magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) microscopy, Lorentz 
microscopy, and superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUID). 
 
Fundamentally, with the advancement of modern lithographic techniques, it is now 
possible to precisely control the size, periodicity and shape of the magnetic structures to a 
very small physical dimension over a large area. Novel properties emerge as the lateral 
size of the magnets becomes comparable to or smaller than certain characteristic length 
scales, such as spin diffusion length and magnetic domain wall width. For low 
dimensional magnetic structures, the spin configuration and switching process are very 
sensitive to shape variation and edge roughness because of the spatially varying 
demagnetizing field. With an ensemble of such elements, the interaction among them 
could give rise to new magnetic behaviors completely different from the isolated entities. 
 
From a technological viewpoint, magnetic mesoscopic and nanoscale structures form the 
basic building blocks for various spintronic applications. In data storage applications, as 
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the recording media rapidly approach the superparamagentic limit (whereby stored 
information is unstable due to thermal fluctuation), patterned media consisting of arrays 
of single domain nanomagnets have been proposed as a candidate for recording density 
up to 1 Terabit/in2 [1-2]. Another application of magnetic mesostructures is magnetic 
random access memory (MRAM), which has various advantages over conventional 
memories such as high speed, high density and non-volatility [3]. Magnetic 
nanostructures are also being explored in logic applications [4-7], which have the 
potential in competing with the transistor-based semiconductor logic manipulation. 
 
1.2 Why ring structures? 
In the past, patterned ferromagnetic structures of different typical shapes such as square 
[8-10], rectangular [11-15], circular [16], elliptical [17], and diamond [18] shapes have 
been investigated. Different kinds of magnetic properties resulting from the competition 
between the geometry factors and the intrinsic factors of the film have been observed. 
Recently, there has been growing interest in patterned submicron or nanoscale ring 
structure mainly driven by its technological importance. The unique geometry associated 
with the ring structures offers a lot of advantages over the conventional shapes in 
application such as MRAM design [19-22]. 
 
In MRAM application, the rectangular and square memory elements induce the presence 
of edge domains, which could modify the spin reversal processes of the whole element 
[23]. The domain configurations in these elements are very sensitive to the edge size of 
the rectangular shape, thus give the great complexity in developing real memory 
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application devices based on the principle of the ground state configuration [23]. 
However, for ring shaped structures, they have the advantage of forming simple vortical 
magnetic configuration and thus able to produce relatively simple and controllable 
switching process over rectangular and square shaped structures. Moreover, unlike 
circular shape memory element, the centre core is removed in ring shape structures. 
Vortex state is thus more favored in ring structure due to the absence of the high energy 
core area. Therefore, the rings are almost stray field free and reduce the dipole-dipole 
interaction between the neighboring elements, which make high density memory 
integration possible.  
 
Prior to technological application, it is also vital to understand the magnetization reversal 
processes for the individual rings, as well as the mechanisms governing the processes. In 
the literature, different magnetic states during the reversal processes in rings such as 
“onion” and flux-closure “vortex” states, as well as metastable “twisted” states have been 
identified [24-29]. The evolutions among the different magnetic states are associated with 
nucleation, annihilation, and propagation of domain walls. Various switching 
mechanisms, such as single step switching (from onion to reversed onion), double 
switching (onion-vortex-reversed onion), and triple switching (onion-vortex-vortex core-
reversed onion) processes have also been reported [30-33]. The magnetic switching 
behaviors have also been found to be very sensitive to the geometrical parameters, 
including ring shape, size, and thickness, due to the competitions among magnetostatic, 
Zeeman, and exchange energies. 
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In the past few years, various controlled fabrication methods for patterning arrays of 
magnetic ring structures have been developed. These include zone-plate-array 
lithography [34], nanoimprint fabrication [35], and e-beam lithography [36-38]. With the 
advanced control of these fabrication processes, rings with well defined shapes and sizes, 
and packing densities can be well determined. Understanding of both the static and 
dynamic properties of the magnetic ring and anti-ring structures has been facilitated by 
various characterization techniques, such as Lorentz Transmission Electron Microscopy 
(LTEM) [39], magnetic force microscopy [40,41], Magneto-Optical Kerr effect (MOKE) 
microscopy [42,43] or superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUID) [44], X-
ray photoemission electron microscopy[29,45], magnetoresistance measurements[46,47], 
ferromagnetic resonance measurements[48], and Brillouin light scattering 
measurements[49] .The experimental studies on magnetic properties of the ring structures 
have been further complemented by numerical predictions from micromagnetic 
simulations. 
 
1.3 Focus of this thesis 
Despite the growing number of researches on the ring structures, the direct observation 
on the detailed magnetization reversal process of ferromagnetic rings is still lacking. In 
addition, the effect of dipolar interaction in a densely packed ring array, which is very 
critical in MRAM designs, is still not well understood and demand further exploration. 
This thesis aims to analyze the reversal mechanism in various ring structures by directly 
observing the magnetic domain states using MFM in both isolated and interacting ring 
arrays. The study is generally divided into four parts. 
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In this project, the objectives are as follows: 
a) Investigation of various magnetic states in mesoscopic rings 
b)Direct investigation of magnetostatic interactions in ferromagnetic rings 
c) In-situ field mapping of the magnetization reversal processes. 
d)Exploration of various ways to control the switching process of the patterned  




Chapter 2 reviews the theoretical background of the magnetic domains and energies, and 
the past studies on magnetic ring structures, which provide a theoretical framework and 
background for the experimental work to be presented in later chapters. Chapter 3 
introduces the experimental procedures of preparing the samples and the characterization 
techniques. The results and discussion of the study on the magnetic properties and 
magnetization reversal process of magnetostatically coupled submicron Ni80Fe20 
elongated rings with different inter-ring spacing and thicknesses are presented in Chapter 
4. Chapter 5 covers the results and discussion of the study on the switching process of 
submicron Co elongated rings with different inter-ring spacing and film thickness under 
in-situ magnetic field application. A novel ferromagnetic anti-ring mesostructure was 
also studied using in-situ field MFM, and the magnetization reversal sequence was 
reported. Finally in Chapter 6, a summary of the main observation and conclusions from 
the data is presented. 
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This chapter reviews past studies on the submicron patterned ferromagnetic ring structure. 
In the beginning of this chapter, some basic principles on the magnetic domain theories, 
and relevant energies terms in typical ferromagnetic structures are covered. This will be 
followed by a brief review on the previous work done on the domain states and switching 
mechanism in ferromagnetic ring structures. Finally, the control of switching behavior of 
ferromagnetic ring structures will be presented.  
 
2.2 Magnetic Energy and Domains 
The concept of magnetic domains in ferromagnetic materials was proposed by Weiss as 
early as in 1907. Weiss proposed that magnetic domains are regions inside the material 
that are magnetized in different directions so that the net magnetization is nearly zero. [1]  
Shown in Fig. 2.1 is the now well-known flux closure domain pattern. However, direct 
experimental evidence for magnetic domains was established almost 40 years later when 
Williams, Bozorth, and Shockley observed domains in silicon-iron single crystals using 


















Fig 2-1 Schematic diagram of flux closure domain pattern. Arrows indicate the magnetization direction 
within each individual domain. Bloch wall is the domain wall that separate the domain regions. 
 
Between two neighboring domains is the transition area of magnetization called domain 
wall, which is a region in the magnetic materials separating one domain from another as 
shown in Fig. 2-1, and within each magnetic domain wall the magnetization has to 
change directions. The propagation of domain walls is a key mechanism responsible for 
the magnetization reversal process in the ferromagnetic materials. An ideal domain wall 
would be fully independent of its position. However, they are not ideal and so get stuck at 
inclusion sites within the medium, also known as crystallographic defects. These include 
missing or different (foreign) atoms, oxides, insulators and even stresses within the 
crystal. This prevents the formation of domain walls and also inhibits their propagation 
through the medium. Thus a greater applied magnetic field is required to overcome these 
sites. Domain wall propagation is also a key phoenomenon responsible for the 
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2.2.1 Magnetic Energies  
The magnetic domain configurations are determined through minimization processes of 
overall energy of various energy terms existing in the ferromagnetic material. The 
competition of these energy terms leads to the various domain structures and magnetic 
behaviors. There are four important energies commonly discussed, which are listed as 
follows. 
 
a. Exchange Energy 
The exchange energy results from the collective effect of spins interacting via the 
Coulomb interaction and the Pauli Exclusion Principle, which can be expressed as 
,
,
2ex i j i j
i j
E J S S= − •∑  ,                  (2.1) 
where Ji,j is the exchange constant, and Si is the total spins of all the electrons bound to 
the atom, or ion at the lattice site i. In a ferromagnetic material, the exchange interaction 
is typically a short range force and always tries to align the neighboring spins, as 
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b. Magnetocrystalline Energy 
Magnetocrystalline energy, originating from the spin-orbit interaction, describes the 
preference for the magnetization to be oriented along certain crystallographic directions. 
Therefore, there is a difference in the easiness to magnetize a given crystal for certain 
directions in space, or magnetocrystalline anisotropy. In polycrystalline materials such as 
the evaporated ferromagnetic thin film presented later in this thesis, grain boundaries 
exist and different grains can have easy axes with random orientations, and the material is 
effectively isotropic in terms of magnetocrystalline energy. 
 
c. Zeeman energy 
When under the influence of an external field, the induced magnetic field energy, called 
Zeeman energy, as given by: 
1
2H ex
E M H dv= − •∫∫∫ ,    (2.2) 
 
where Hex is the external applied field strength. The Zeeman energy is minimized when 
magnetization in the magnetic structures is aligned along the direction of the external 
field. 
 
d. Magnetostatic energy  
Magnetostatic energy, which originates from the classical dipolar interaction, arises from 
the volume magnetic charges due to non-zero divergence of magnetization and 
discontinuity in the normal component of magnetization across an interface. The interface 
could be the physical surface of the sample or a transition boundary between two 
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domains. It is a self-energy due to the interaction between the magnetic moment of the 
object and its own field. The magnetostatic energy could be evaluated in the form of 
volume integral as given by: 
1
2M d
E M H dv= − •∫∫∫     (2.3) 
where M refers to the local magnetization and Hd is the demagnetizing field generated by 
the sample. The effect of magnetostatic energy is to minimize the surface charges, which 
in most cases are responsible for the subdivision of magnetic materials into domains with 
different spin orientations, as illustrated in Fig. 2-3.  
 
                       
Fig 2-3 Illustration for the effects of magnetostatic energy of a magnetized structure, where domains are 
subdivided into many domains to minimized magnetostatic energy, and nearly effectively zero 
magnetostatic energy is obtained in flux closure domain structure. 
 
This magnetostatic energy is greatly dependent on the shape of the object, leading to the 
anisotropic structure, which is called shape anisotropy. In magnetic meso/nano structures, 
the shape anisotropy becomes significant and governing the spin states and magnetization 
reversal process [3,4]. For instance, in a uniformly magnetized prolated ellipsoid, referred 
to Fig. 2-4, the magnetostatic energy cost can be written as a function of magnetization 
direction as, 
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2 2( ) sin
2M a c s
VE N N M θ= −     (2.4) 
where Nc and Na are the demagnetizing factors along the semi-major (c) and semi-minor 
(a) axis [5]. The magnetostatic energy creates a uniaxial anisotropy with the preferred 
axis or easy axis along the semi-major axis, and resulted in an increase in coercivity field 
during the magnetic reversal process  
     
Fig 2-4 Illustrated Prolated ellipsoid 
 
2.2.2 Domain Wall Configurations  
The configuration of the domain walls is also governed by the competition of the various 
magnetic energy terms involved. There are three typical domain walls commonly 
observed in magnets, namely Neel wall, Block wall, and Crosstie wall, which are shown 
in Fig. 2-5.  The domain wall configuration in Fig. 2-5(a) is called Bloch wall, which is 
typically characterized by a gradual spin angular displacement in the plane normal to 
surface. However, in the case of ferromagnetic thin film, due to the large demagnetizing 
factor along the surface normal, Néel or cross-tie domain wall could also occur as 
illustrated in Figs. 2-5(b) & (c) [6]. In the actual ferromagnetic materials, other types of 
domain wall configurations such as 90° domain wall, may also occur.  
c
a




         




(c) Cross-tie walls 
Fig 2-5 Schematic diagrams of (a) Bloch domain wall (b) Néel wall (c) Cross-tie wall. [6] 
 
2.3 Magnetization State in Ferromagnetic Nano/mesostructures 
The magnetization states in nano/mesostrures have been the subject of great interest, 
from both fundamental research and also the advanced technology view points. As the 
size of the ferromagnetic element shrinks, the shape anisotropy from the magnetostatic 
energy becomes more and more significant. The competition among the magnetostatic, 
exchange, and Zeeman energies in magnetic structures leads to stable spin configurations. 
For example, in ferromagnetic dots and ellipses, as the lateral dimensions of the dots 
reduce, a transition from double vortex, single vortex, to single domain states has been 
observed [7,8]. Other states, such as dot high moment S and C state, have also been 
observed. In rectangle bars, for example, several states such as Landau, Tulips, Diamond, 
Flower states, have also been reported [9]. The shape anisotropy can also lead to various 
domain wall structures. For example in ferromagnetic wires, vortex and head-to-head 
walls could be formed between two 180 degree domains, depending on the width and 
thickness of the wire [10,11].  
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2.4 Domain States in Ferromagnetic Rings 
For a typical circular ring, its hysteresis loop follows a two-step switching process, as 
shown in Fig. 2-6. Fundamentally, there are two major domain states of interest in rings, 
namely; the so called “onion” and “vortex” states as shown in Fig 2-5. [12] 
 
 
Fig 2-6 The typical “two-step” switching in ferromagnetic rings and relevant domain state including 
“onion” state, “vortex” state and reverse “onion state”. 
 
The magnetic domain states in polycrystalline ferromagnetic rings are also results of the 
competition of magnetostatic and exchange energy, however, their unique shapes give 
rise to a series of distinctive behaviors. Unlike disc shape, the centre core is removed for 
the ring nanomagnet. Vortex state is favored in ring structure compared with dot structure, 
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removing the high magnetostatic energy vortex core. Besides the vortex state there exist 
other two metastable domain states in ring structure called “onion” state and “reverse 
onion” states [13-21]. Also, two types of head-to-head domain walls (transverse walls 
and vortex walls) were predicted and systematically studied theoretically by McMichael 
and Donahue [22] and experimentally demonstrated in the work done by M. Kläui [16]. 
 
2.5 Switching of Domain States in Ferromagnetic Rings 
For onion to vortex transition in some symmetrical and pinning free rings, only one 
transition was observed [18]. Rings directly switch from one onion to the reverse onion 
state without going into the vortex state. In such a simple transition process, two walls 
start to move simultaneously in the rotational direction, so they chase each other around 
the perimeter of the ring. However if asymmetries are present in the ring, the walls will 
not start to move simultaneously. One wall will be more strongly pinned than the other, 
and a transition into a vortex state will then take place when other wall has depinned and 
moved toward the pinned wall, resulting in the annihilation of both walls as shown in Fig 
2-7. The onion state was found to be stable up to a moderate high reverse field, when it 


















Fig 2-7 Typical Transition from onion state into vortex state. 
Moreover, at a high reverse field, the rings switch into the reversed onion state via a more 
complicated nucleation-propagation process [17].  The onion state has a limited stray 
field and it has also been found that the ferromagnetic rings can be switched into the 
reversed onion state via the simultaneous movement of the domain walls without going 
through the vortex states [21]. The phase diagram between the double switching regime, 
where the vortex state can be induced by cycling the applied magnetic field, and the 
single switching regime onion state, has been presented in ref [12] 
 
Studies were also conducted to investigate the phase diagram between the double and 
single switching regimes. It was found that the vortex state is pervasive over a large range 
of geometrical parameters and it is only suppressed for very thin rings [23-28]. In very 
thin rings, the nucleation and reversal of domains become more important than depinning 
of the domain wall, giving rise to a single transition from the onion to reverse onion state, 
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switching field is shown to depend strongly on the ring width, but less so on the ring 
diameter and thickness. In some wide rings, a triple step magnetization 
(onionÆvortexÆvortex coreÆreversed onion process) has also been reported [29-32].  
 
2.6 Control of Switching Process in Ferromagnetic Rings 
With the understanding of various factors influencing the switching process of 
ferromagnetic patterns, the switching process could also be engineered by modifying and 
controlling the intrinsic factors such as shape [33,20] or extrinsic factors, including 
current pulse [34] and external field [35].  
 
Domain wall pinning and controlled magnetic switching can be achieved in narrow 
ferromagnetic ring structures with notches [34]. In contrast to rings without notches, 
these structures do not attain the vortex state when the field is applied along certain 
directions due to the trapping of the domain walls at the notches. The notches create an 
attractive potential well for the head to head walls. A sizeable difference in the MR is 
observed depending on whether the domain wall is pinned at a notch or not, with a 
minimum resistance at remanence if the wall is located at the notch position. Using two 
different sized notches and choosing the direction of the applied field carefully, the 
switching can be controlled so that the vortex circulation direction can be selected.  
 
The magnetization reversal process of the ring can also be changed by introducing a tip 
shape [33]. For tip ring structure, shape anisotropy causes the domain wall pinning as 
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well as the response in magnetoresistance (MR). When rotated the sample in a small field, 
a resistance drop was observed, due to the displacement of the domain wall. 
 
Furthermore, in-plane anisotropy can also be introduced by creating elliptical ring 
structures. For a field parallel to the long axis, the rings show well defined onion states 
with high remanence. When the applied field is perpendicular to the long axis, the 
behavior of the ring is more characteristic of a hard axis, with lower reversible 
magnetization.  
 
The manipulation of vortex circulation can also be achieved by asymmetrical ring 
structures [35]. In decentered rings, the domain-wall motion is driven by the gradient of 
the domain-wall energy along the circumference, which allows a reliable control of the 
circulation direction in the vortex state using the external magnetic field.  
 
2.7 Ring arrays 
Unlike single rings, ring arrays are magnetostatically coupled, its domain patterns are 
resultant from collective behaviors. In the switching process of ring arrays, typical onion 
and vortex states still can be found. However the switching field and switching process 
change with varying inter-element spacing [36, 37] It can be concluded from the 
experimental results that both the switching distribution and switching process are greatly 
affected by the  magnetostatic coupling and shape anisotropy.  
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This chapter introduces the advanced fabrication and characterization techniques for the 
ring structures studied in this thesis. KrF deep UV lithography has been adopted for the 
patterning process. The deposition of the materials was realized by e-beam evaporation 
method, and the ring patterns were finally completed with lift-off process. The main 
characterization technique used for probing the properties of the ring structures is 
magnetic force microscopy. A special mechanical structure consisting of permanent 
magnet pieces and a mini-rail system was devised to facilitate the in-situ MFM 
measurements. 
 
3.2 Fabrication Methods 
The process for fabricating the ring structures in this thesis is through top-down approach, 
which is based on the idea of patterning on a large scale and reducing the lateral 
dimensions using lithography techniques. It can be generally divided into five steps, 
namely wafer cleaning, resist coating, KrF deep UV lithography and resist development, 
deposition, and lift-off. 
 
3.2.1 KrF lithography process 
For the patterning process, in order to achieve submicron features with clear edge 
definition over a large area, KrF deep UV photolithography was used. The resolution of 
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the conventional UV lithographic techniques are constrained by the diffraction limit of 
the wavelength and the size of the numerical aperture, and their relation is governed by 
formula 3.1: 
Resolution 1k NA
λ= .                           (3.1) 
The unique technique associated with the KrF deep UV lithography beats the resolution 
constraint by manipulating the phase information from the UV light. 
 
To create patterns in resist, the substrate was coated with a 60 nm thick anti-reflective 
layer, which was used to reduce substrate reflectivity, and help to eliminate both standing 
waves and swing curves. This was followed by a 480-nm-thick positive DUV photoresist, 
which is 4 to 5 times thicker than those used in electron beam lithography. This allows 
for the fabrication of antidots with high aspect ratio and makes the lift-off process easier. 
A Nikon lithographic scanner with KrF excimer laser radiation at a wavelength of 248 
nm was used in exposing the resist.  
 
During the exposure, the alternating phase shift mask is used. The phase shift mask is 
designed to sharpen the resist profile, which allows smaller features to be patterned. The 
mask consists of alternating areas of Cr and π-shifted quartz to form features on the wafer, 
as shown in Fig. 3-1. Cr areas on the mask are bordered on one side by quartz of phase 0, 
and on the other side by quartz of phase π. As the electric field swings from positive to 
negative, it passes through zero. The intensity, which is proportional to the square of the 
electric field, also goes through zero, allowing very sharp pattern edges on the wafer.  
 


























Fig 3-1 Working of Alternating Phase Shift Mask 
 
In the KrF photolithography process, two consecutive exposures were conducted to 
enhance pattern uniformity, using opposite foci [1]. The double exposure method was 
employed to compensate the phase imbalance between opposite phases and improve the 
roughness on the sidewalls [2]. The Deep UV technique used in this thesis was developed 
by Singh et al. [1]. 
 
3.2.2 Deposition and lift-off 
This section introduces the deposition technique used in this thesis. To ensure the quality 
of the deposition, a custom-made sample holder was designed to improve the uniformity 
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The base pressure for evaporation was 10-7 to 10-8 Torr, achieved by a turbo pump and a 
rotary prepump. Two evaporation modes were employed for various materials. Materials 
with lower melting point were heated up by large alternating current. Materials with 
higher melting point (e.g. Co and Ni80Fe20 materials used in this thesis), on the other hand, 
were melted by a focused e-beam. The materials were vaporized at sufficiently high 
temperatures and then cooled down on the wafer to form a thin film. During evaporation, 
the wafer holder was rotated at 50 rad/min to attain spatially uniform deposition. The 
deposition rate was monitored through the quartz crystal microbalance measurement.  
 
The deposition was followed by a lift-off process to remove the excessive material on top 
of the resist layer. The wafer was soaked in a resist soluble solvent. As the resist was 
etched, the excess material lost the adhesion to the substrate and was removed. The 
wafers patterned were lifted off in OK73 resist thinner and rinsed in DI water. [3-5] 
 
3.3 Characterization Tools  
SPM covers several related technologies for imaging and measuring surfaces on a fine 
scale, down to the level of molecules and groups of atoms. SPM technologies share the 
concept of scanning an extremely sharp tip (3-50 nm radius of curvature) across the 
object surface. The tip is mounted on a flexible cantilever, allowing the tip to follow the 
surface profile. Here, we will focus on atomic force microscopy (AFM) and magnetic 
force microscopy (MFM), two common technologies of SPM family which were 
employed in this project.  
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3.3.1 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
AFM, just as its name implies, is a microscopic profiler making use of atomic force, or 
Van Der Waals interaction between probe tip and sample surface. Compared with SEM, 
AFM is favored because it is more informative along the vertical direction. Moreover, the 
lateral resolution for AFM is usually 30 nm to 50 nm, determined by the curvature of the 
tip. The instrument used in our research is a Digital Instruments Dimension 3100 AFM, 
which is capable of both contact and tapping mode imaging. In contact mode, the AFM 
tip is in contact with the surface continuously. Whereas in tapping mode, the FM 
cantilever is vibrated at its resonant frequency and positioned above the sample surface, 
so the tip is only in contact with the surface intermittently. This helps to reduce shear 
forces associated with the tip movement.  
 
The tapping mode was employed to scan the topography of the fabricated samples. 
Before scanning, a laser was illuminated on the cantilever at a constant incident angle and 
the reflected laser was calibrated to the central position of detector. As the tip scanned 
over the sample surface, the tip deflected in its encounter with the surface although the 
piezo stack excited the cantilever at constant energy. The reflected laser thus is deflected 
from the center of the detector, providing the information of vertical height. [8] 
 
3.3.2 Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM) 
Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) is a type of AFM that detects the magnetic fields of 
the sample from its tip. It utilizes a Tapping mode AFM and the tip is usually composed 
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of etched silicon sputter-coated with a ferromagnetic material, causing it to be 
magnetically sensitized.  
 
Surface image detection by MFM is based on the magnetic field emanating from the 
sample which is “sensed” by the tip. A sensitive deflection sensor is used to detect 
cantilever motion and hence the force or force gradient. MFM detects the force derivative. 
The force gradient in the point dipole approximation can be written in the form:  
' ( )F n n F= ⋅∇ ⋅G GG G                                                         (3.2) 
nG  is unit vector normal to the cantilever plane (Fig. 3-2). If the cantilever is placed 
parallel to the sample surface ( nG is directed along z-axis) then the equation (3.2) becomes 





HH HF m m m
z z z
∂∂ ∂= + +∂ ∂ ∂                                                           (3.3) 
where Hx, Hy and Hz are the magnetic stray fields along x, y and z directions. It is seen 
that AC MFM signal is proportional to the stray field second derivative. Integration of 
(3.2) and (3.3) over all magnetic volume of the tip gives more exact result because we 
take into consideration the finite size of the magnetic tip. The full force derivative in the 
case of nG ||z is given by  
2
2' ( ') ( ') '
V
HF m r r r dV
z
∂= +∂∫
GG G G G      (3.4) 
where V is the magnetic coating volume (Fig. 3-2). The main assumption, which is used 
in the formula (3.4), is the independence of the magnetic moment of the tip on the stray 
magnetic fields of the tested magnetic object. [9] 




















Fig 3-2 Volume Integration of the Tip of MFM [9] 
 
In operating MFM, two types of information can be obtained. One is the topography of 
the sample’s surface, and the other is the surface’s magnetic data. To solve this problem a 
two-pass method is employed.  
 
Two-pass method is also known as the LiftMode® method. As shown in Fig. 3-3, the 
cantilever tip executes each scan twice; one for topography (as shown in the first raster 
scan denoted by pink), and the second one is the non-contact scan on the same area (for 
magnetic data). The first pass uses a TappingTM Mode of operation; which determines the 
surface topography. The second pass is executed when the tip is placed at a preselected 
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Fig 3-3 MFM LiftMode® Method 
 
MFM has found a number of useful applications for imaging the surface of magnetic 
recording media which could have been virtually impossible to do in a conventional 
AFM. With virtually no sample preparation required, MFM has been widely used to 
detect the domain structure of the magnetic samples. As the storage media continue to 
push to higher densities, MFM will continue to play an important role in analyzing the 
media surfaces. The common problem associated with MFM imaging is the stray field 
disturbance due to the magnetically charged tip. In this thesis, the stability of the 
magnetic states imaged has been checked by scanning each image several times, which 
assures us that the images taken are not affected much by the stray field of the magnetic 
tip. In addition, the interpretation of MFM is quite difficult sometimes, and the 
verification from micromagnetic simulations is usually needed. The resolution of the 
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3.4 In-situ Field Generation Structure  
In most of the past studies of direct MFM observations of magnetization states, two 
techniques are commonly used, namely ex-situ and in-situ MFM measurements. For the 
ex-situ MFM measurements, the magnetization states of the magnetic elements are 
usually determined at remanence after the application of a reverse magnetic field [11]; in 
the in-situ measurement, the MFM scanning is performed while the magnetic field is on. 
The in-situ measurement apparently is the preferred method for studying the reversal 
process, as it is able to reveal a lot more variety of domain configurations, which are not 
stable at remanence. The in-situ magnetization state observation can also enable one to 
compare directly with other experimental data obtained from other characterization 
techniques such as MOKE, vibrating sample magnetometer, and magnetoresistance 
measurements. 
 
In order to facilitate the in-situ MFM observation, an auxiliary mechanical structure was 
designed and constructed as shown in Fig 3-4. This was then incorporated into the 
commercial Digital Instruments Dimension 3100 SPM, as shown in Fig. 3-4 (the one 
with SPM in the photo).  
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Fig 3-4 Photograph of the in-situ field application mechanism made to adapt to the commercial SPM 
machine 
 
It basically consists of a permanent magnet and dovetail structures as the magnet mini-
rail, as shown in Fig. 3-5. The permanent magnet, made from NeoFlux®(Nd-Fe-B), is 
capable of generating a field strength as high as 600Oe at the position where the sample 
is located. The mini-rail provides the positioning channel for the permanent magnet so 
that the magnetic field strength can be modified.  The field strength at the sample position 
was calibrated using a Gaussmeter prior to the experiments. To ensure the repeatability of 
the measurement, a calibrated distance marking was put besides the mini-rail so that a 
correlation between the physical position and the field strength can be well established. 
The in-situ MFM measurements to be shown in Chapters 5 were performed using this 
structure. 
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  Fig 3-5 Photograph of the in-situ field application mechanism 
Mini-rail 
Calibrated Distance Marker 
Sample Holder
Permanent Magnet 
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Chapter 4 
 





The magnetic properties of ferromagnetic nanorings are currently attracting increasing 
interest both from a fundamental viewpoint and their potential applications in magnetic 
random access memory MRAM [1]. There are two transition fields of interest in coupled 
nanorings, namely, the transition from the so-called “onion” to “vortex” state and the 
transition from the “vortex” to the reverse “onion” state. 
 
For memory application, the maximum achievable storage density of utilizing 
ferromagnetic nanorings is limited by both ring size and inter-ring spacing. It is expected 
that when the inter-ring spacing is much smaller than the ring lateral size, magnetostatic 
interactions will strongly affect the reversal process and therefore cannot be ignored. 
Although the magnetic properties of single ferromagnetic rings have received some 
attention [2–7], not too many experiments on magnetostatically coupled rings have been 
reported. Recently, the effect of magnetostatic interaction on the switching field of Co 
ring array was studied with magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) measurements [8]. 
From a fundamental viewpoint, it will be interesting to investigate the various transitions 
between different magnetic states and the affected magnetostatic coupling.  
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In this chapter, the effect of magnetostatic interactions affecting the various magnetic 
transitions in ferromagnetic nanorings as a function of inter-rings spacing will be 
investigated. Firstly, the various remanent magnetic states in rings as a function of film 
thickness will be identified and investigated. Secondly, the detailed magnetization 
reversal process of magnetostatically coupled ring array will be studied. Lastly, the effect 
of shape anisotropy and ring thickness for fixed lateral geometry will be studied. It will 
be shown that magnetostatic interactions strongly affect the magnetic spin states in the 
rings and should be taken into consideration in the design of magnetic random access 
memory cell. 
  
4.2 Experimental Techniques 
 
The Ni80Fe20 nanorings were fabricated using deep ultra violet lithography at 248nm 
exposure wavelength on commercially available Si substrate. To create patterns on resist, 
the substrate coated with 60nm-thick anti-reflective layer followed by a 480nm positive 
deep ultra-violet (DUV) photoresist was used. Nikon lithographic scanner with KrF 
excimer laser radiation was used for exposing the resist. The lithography process was 
performed by N. Singh from the Institute of Microelectronics, Singapore. 
 
After the resist patterning, a layer of Ni80Fe20 was deposited using electron beam 
evaporator at a rate of 0.2Å/s. After deposition, lift-off was done by soaking the patterned 
film in OK73 Thinner. Lift-off was determined by the color change of the patterned film 
and confirmed by examination under a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). 
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Fig. 4-1 (a) Enlarged SEM image of a single elongated ring with dimensions. (b) SEM micrograph 
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Scanning electron micrographs of arrays of elongated Ni80Fe20 rings shown in Fig. 4-1 
reveal that the rings are uniformly distributed. The long axis is 1.15µm, and the short axis 
is 700nm. The length of the central hole of the ring is 550nm, while the width of the 
central hole is 150nm. The edge-to-edge-spacing s was chosen to be 100nm for closely 
packed ring array, and 500nm for widely spaced ring array. Details of the fabrication 
process are described in ref. [9]. The thickness t of the rings was varied from 20nm to 
50nm.  
 
A magnetized Si low-moment tip coated with CoCr at a scan height of 30nm was used. 
The rings were first saturated in an in-plane field of -4kOe, and then the field was 
removed. In order to investigate the evolution in the magnetic state, images were taken 
after applying and removing in-plane reverse fields Hrev of increasing magnitudes. All the 
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4.3 Remanent domain states in Ni80Fe20 ring array 
In order to understand the various magnetic domain states at zero field, the remanent 
states of ferromagnetic rings of different thicknesses were investigated by MFM. In this 
section, two thicknesses were investigated, namely t = 20 nm and 50 nm. We observed 
two different spin configurations for the onion states for the two thicknesses, and our 
micromagnetic simulations show that the distinctive experimental MFM contrasts 
observed are due to the formation of transverse wall at smaller thickness and vortex walls 
at larger film thickness.  
4.3.1 Remanent domain states for Ni80Fe20 rings with thickness t=20nm 
In Fig 4-2, we first present the typical remanent MFM images of the Ni80Fe20 rings with 
thickness t=20nm, and the corresponding schematic drawings for the magnetization 
distribution are shown below the pictures. The magnetic states in Fig. 4-2(a) were  
Fig 4-2 MFM images taken at remanence for the t=20nm rings with the orientation of the applied field 
relative to the ring long axis for θ = 0°reversed field a) 0Oe, b) 100Oe, c) 250Oe  
a) b) c)
2µm 
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obtained after saturation at a field of -4kOe was applied along the long axis (θ=0 ْ) of the 
elongated rings and then relaxed to zero. The formation of the bi-domain “onion” states 
was observed, which are evident by the dark and bright contrasts. The dark and bright 
contrasts correspond to the locations where the tail-to-tail and head-to-head domain walls 
are nucleated respectively. In Fig 4-2(b) the spin states after applying a reversed field of 
100 Oe is shown. We observed rings remain in the “vortex” state. In Fig 4-2(c), bi-
domain “reverse onion” state was observed after the application of reversed field 250Oe, 
while the domain walls are aligning in an opposite direction as compared to the “onion” 
state. 
4.3.2 Remanent domain states for Ni80Fe20 rings with thickness t=50nm 
In order to correlate the magnetic state with ring thickness, similar MFM measurements 
reported in Fig 4-3 was performed on identical ring array with t=50nm.  
Fig 4-3 MFM images taken at remanence for t=50nm rings as a function of the orientation of the applied 
field relative to the ring major axis for θ = 0° for a) 0Oe, b)150Oe, c)250Oe 
(a)  (b)  (c)  
2µm 
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The magnetic states shown in Fig 4-3 were obtained after saturation at a field of -4kOe 
was applied along the long axis (θ=0 ْ ) of the elongated rings and then relaxed to zero. 
We observed that the majority of the rings obtain a slightly different onion states, the 
contrast of which resembles the letter “Z” or “∑”, as shown in Fig. 4-3(a). The joint of 
the two bright color segments at the upper corners of “Z” or “∑”corresponds to the 
position where head-to-head domain wall is located, while the intersection of the two 
dark color contrast at the bottom corner corresponds to the position of the tail-to-tail 
domain walls. The detailed spin configuration of the walls here is definitely different 
from that in Fig. 4-2(a), which could be attributed to the decrease in the in-plane 
demagnetizing energy with increasing film thickness. It will be shown later in the 
micromagnetic simulations that the MFM contrast observed for t = 50 nm is due to the 
formation of vortex domain wall. In Fig 4-3(b) the spin states after applying a reversed 
field of 150 Oe are shown. We observed that the rings remain in the “vortex” state, which 
is the same as in Fig. 4-2(b). In Fig 4-3(c), bi-domain “reverse onion” state was observed 
after the application of reversed field of 500 Oe, while the domain walls are aligning in 
an opposite direction as compared to those in Fig. 4-3(a). 
4.3.3 Micromagnetic simulation on the remanent states 
In order to further investigate the distinctive domain contrast observed for the onion state 
of the two film thicknesses, we performed micromagnetic simulation on the 
magnetization state of the Ni80Fe20 rings in Figs. 4-2 and 4-3. Here, the simulations were 
carried out using 2D Object Oriented Micromagnetic Framework (OOMMF) code from 
NIST [10]. This program integrates the Landau-Lifshitz equation on a 2D grid with 3D 
magnetization spins. In OOMMF, the equilibrium distribution of magnetization for an 
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applied field is determined by numerically integrating the well-known Landau-Lifshitz-
Gilbert equation, 




M M H M M H     (5.2) 
Here,  γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and α the dimensionless damping coefficient. The 
effective field Heff = -µ0-1∂e/∂M, where e is the energy density calculated by Brown’s 
equation [11].  
                   
Fig 4-4 Simulation model consists of a single Ni80Fe20 ring 
 
The simulation model, which consists of a single Ni80Fe20 ring with the identical physical 
dimension as shown in Fig. 4-1(a) is shown in Fig. 4-4. The magnetic parameters used for 
the simulation are saturation magnetization Ms = 8.6×102 kA/m, exchange constant A= 





 cell size  
a =5 nm 
a 
a
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simulation is chosen to be 5 nm. The convergence criterion was a misalignment between 
magnetization and effective field (|m×h|) lower than 10-5 in every computation cell. 
 
Shown in Fig. 4-5 are the simulated remanent states for the Ni80Fe20 ring with t = 20 and 
50 nm after applying a reverse field along the major axis. In order to map the MFM 
contrast to the simulated spin states obtained, we selected representative micromagnetic 
spin configurations and superimposed the divergence of the magnetization at the 
background, since the MFM detects the divergence of the magnetization from the 
magnetic sample. For the magnetization divergence, brighter color in the area of the 
magnetic material indicates more negative divergence (positive magnetic charge), 
whereas the darker region indicates more positive divergence (negative magnetic 
charges). Although the absolute color contrast in the simulated images may be different 
from the real pole strength, the qualitative results here are in very good agreement with 
experimental results. 
 
Fig 4-5 Simulated remanent states for the Ni80Fe20 ring with t = 20 and 50 nm after applying a reverse 
field along the major axis 
(a) (b)
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As shown in Fig. 4.5 (a), for t = 20 nm, we observed two transverse domain walls 
nucleated at the ring corners, which gives rise to a divergence contrast restricted at the 
corner area only. The tail-to-tail wall gives the bright contrast, while the head-to-head 
wall corresponds to the dark contrast, which is in agreement with experimental 
observation in Fig. 4.2(a). Figure 4.5(b) shows the simulated state for the Ni80Fe20 ring 
with t = 50 nm. We observed a spin state of double vortex domain walls at the two 
corners.  The vortex spin configuration reflected in divergence mapping is in the form of 
alternating clockwise dark and bright contrast. This contrast combined with that at the 
short end of the ring due to the accumulated magnetic charges, giving rise to a “∠” 
contrast. For a complete ring, the two “∠” shaped contrasts at the two short ends form the 
observed “Z” or “Σ”state in Fig. 4.3(a). It is interesting to note that the vortex spin 
configuration observed here gives a strong contrast on MFM, unlike the usual vortex state 
in circular disks or rings which hardly gives any MFM feature due to  the lack of dipolar 
field. This is because the vortex domain wall formed is distorted due to the neighboring 
spins from the ring edges and the shape anisotropy imposed by the corner of the 
elongated ring. The distorted spin configuration causes the local dipolar field to give rise 
to the observed strong contrast. 
 
The formation of new remanent states with the increase of thickness from 20nm to 50nm 
is indeed reasonable. In the work done by M. Kläui et al on polycrystalline Co rings with 
ring width about 200nm, transverse wall is found to be present for rings with thickness 
less than 30nm and vortex walls is found when thickness is above 30nm [12]. Since the 
exchange energy is linear in the film thickness, and the demagnetization energy increases 
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quadratically with film thickness, thin films favor transverse walls, while in thick-film 
structures vortex cores are expected [13]. For our Ni80Fe20 rings, transverse domain walls 
are replaced by vortex cores when the thickness of the rings is increased from 20nm to 
50nm. 
 
It should be noted that for the 50-nm-thick film, a more accurate spin state could have 
been obtained from a computationally more intensive 3D micromagnetic calculation by 
discretization in the z-direction. However, the 2D OOMMF simulation performed here is 
good enough to provide a fairly clear explanation for the distinguished features observed, 
and is in agreement with the MFM image captured. 
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4.4 Magnetostatic interaction in 20nm ferromagnetic ring array 
 
4.4.1 Transition from onion state to vortex state  
Shown in Fig.4-6 are the representative MFM image sequences as a function of reversed 
field for ring arrays with two different edge-to-edge-spacing s=100nm and s=500nm for a 
direct comparison. It can be seen that the transition from onion to vortex state is strongly 
dependent on the edge-to-edge-spacing of the rings. For Hrev= 7 Oe along the major axis 
of rings, all the rings in both the closely packed array (s=100nm) and widely spaced array 
(s=500nm) are in the onion states. As the reverse field Hrev is increased to 20 Oe, some 
columns of the closely packed rings array have switched to the vortex state due to the 
effect of magnetostatic interactions in Fig 4-6(b) indicated by the dotted line. The 
reversal of columns of rings is possible because of the switching field distribution among 
the rings. In closely packed rings, a ring with the smallest switching field can induce 
collective switching of a whole column of rings in the direction of applied field. In 
widely spaced ring array, however, this would not be possible because of the absence of 
magnetostatic interaction. We observed that when the reverse field Hrev is increased to 29 
Oe, all the rings in the array with inter-ring spacing s=100nm have switched from 
“onion” to the “vortex” state. For rings with inter-ring spacing s=500nm, most of the 
rings still remain in their onion state until the reverse field Hrev is increased to 35 Oe, 
after which a few of the rings start switching independently into vortex state as indicated 
in Fig 4-6(d). Complete reversal of all the rings from the onion state to the vortex state 
was achieved for both inter-ring spacing of 100nm and 500nm when Hrev was increased 
to 100 Oe as shown in Fig 4-6(e).  
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Fig 4-6 Evolution of the magnetic state from onion state to vortex state as a function of the reverse field 
for a 20nm-thick Ni80Fe20 ring array with s=100nm and s=500nm 
 
We have thus shown that when the edge-to-edge-spacing of rings is very small, the 
magnetostatic coupling will be very strong and this can cause the transition from onion 
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Furthermore, as the flux-closure nature of the “vortex” state yields zero total in-plane 
magnetic moment, the field at which the ring arrays complete the transition from the 
“onion” state to the “vortex” state effectively corresponds to the coercivity field of the 
array. With increasing inter-ring spacing, the magnitude of coercivity field increases from 
29 Oe to some value at least much larger than 35 Oe as shown in Fig 4-6. Our results are 
in agreement with the MOKE study of the domain wall coupling and collective switching 
in interacting ring array [8]. 
 
4.4.2 Transition from vortex state to reverse onion state 
In this section, we explore the role of magnetostatic coupling on the transition from the 
vortex state to reverse onion state is investigated. Shown in Fig. 4-7 are the sequences of 
MFM images taken after the application of reverse fields Hrev ranging from 140Oe to 
250Oe along the major axis of two ring arrays with edge-to-edge-spacing s=100nm and 
s=500nm respectively. We observed clearly the onset of switching and the gradual 
propagation of switched rings in the reversed onion state until the transition is complete.  
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Fig 4-7 Evolution of the magnetic state from vortex state to reverse onion state as a function of the 
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We observed that for Hrev =140 Oe, both ring arrays are in the vortex state. As the Hrev is 
increased to 148 Oe, collective switching from vortex to reverse onion state begins in the 
closely packed ring array as shown by the dotted lines in Fig 4-7(b). For s=500nm, 
however, all the rings remain in the vortex state. The onset of reversal for s=500nm is 
observed when the reversed field is increased to Hrev = 167 Oe, as shown by the 
switching of the two rings as shown in Fig 4-7(d). Moreover, at this reverse field, all the 
closely packed rings have all switched to the reverse onion state as shown in Fig. 4.7(d). 
All the rings on the widely spaced ring switch to the reverse onion state only when the 
reverse field is increased to 250 Oe. This field corresponds to the saturation fields at 
which all the rings in the array experience irreversible transition. Therefore, our results 
show clearly that in the transition from vortex state to the reverse onion state, 
magnetostatic coupling determines the onset field. 
 
When rings undergo the transition from the onion to vortex state, there is a force that tries 
to switch the rings into the vortex state because in this case the onion state is 
energetically unfavorable; this force is balanced by the Zeeman energy that stabilizes the 
onion state from the applied external field. As the field is reduced to the critical switching 
field, the Zeeman term is no longer large enough to stabilize the onion state and the ring 
switches. In interacting ring arrays, the exchange interaction among neighboring rings is 
absent but there is a field due to magnetostatic interaction from neighboring elements in 
addition to the Zeeman term. This additional field stabilizes the onion state and since it 
changes with inter-ring spacing, the switching field changes as well. When rings undergo 
the transition from vortex state to the reverse onion state, there is a force that tries to 
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switch the rings into the reverse onion state because in this case the reverse onion state is 
energetically more favorable. If there is a ring which switches into reverse onion state 
first, the stray field from such ring could make the switching of its neigbouring elements 
easier. Therefore, the switching field is decreased with increasing magnetostatic 
interaction from reduced edge-to-edge-spacing.  
 
4.5 Shape Anisotropy 
 
The effect of shape anisotropy in closely packed and widely spaced rings has also been 
investigated. For a perfect symmetric circular ring, there is no preference for the location 
of domain walls. To pin the domain wall on a preferred location, one has to introduce 
asymmetry to the ring. This can be achieved through introducing anisotropy or notches to 
the ring element. Because it might be difficult to introduce patterned notches into narrow 
rings, we utilized the shape anisotropy effect instead. Therefore for this study, we 
fabricated elongated rings in order to investigate the effect of shape anisotropy effect. 
Shown in Fig 4-8 are MFM images of the remanent states of closely packed (s=100nm) 
and widely spaced (s=500nm) ring arrays as a function of the orientation of the applied 
saturation field. For both ring arrays, the remanent states are obtained after the 
application and removal of a large field applied at 0º, 45º and 90º relative to the major 
axis of the ring. Different external field orientations lead to different remanent state 
images due to shape anisotropy.  
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Fig 4-8 MFM images taken at remanence as a function of the orientation of the applied field relative to 
the ring major axis for s=100nm and s=500nm. 
 
When the external field is applied along the major axis of the ring, both the ring arrays 
are characterized with dark and bright MFM contrasts indicating the presence of the 
domain walls in the onion state. However, the alignment of the two domain walls in the 
onion state varies with the inter-ring spacing. For s=100nm, the dark and bright contrasts 
are aligned at the right hand side of all the rings. For s=500nm, however, most of the 
domain walls align at the left hand side of the rings with some exceptions of diagonal 
alignment as illustrated in Fig 4-8(a). This interesting observation cannot be readily 
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external field is along the direction which is at 45º relative to the major axis of the ring, 
domain walls are aligned diagonally for s=500nm. For the closely packed rings the 
magnetization state is similar to the one observed for field applied along the major axis. 
 
For fields applied perpendicular to the major axis of the ring, various behaviors are 
observed for the closely packed ring array as shown in Fig 4-8(c). Most rings have 
switched into vortex state but a small number of rings have not completely switched. 
These rings have their domain walls distributed almost randomly. Because the curvature 
of the ring is much smaller along the short axis, domain walls inside the rings can 
traverse within rings more freely as the external field decreases. The annihilation field at 
which the ring transits into vortex state is lower compared with the case when the applied 
field is along the major axis of the ring. For s=500nm, the dark and bright contrasts of 
MFM images are aligned diagonally.  
 
4.6 Effect of thickness (50nm ferromagnetic ring array) 
 
In this section, we have investigated the effect of ring thickness on the magnetic state and 
the transition from one magnetic state to another. The ring lateral dimensions were kept 
fixed while the ring thickness was varied.  
 
Shown in Fig 4-9 are the representative MFM image sequences for thickness t = 50nm 
ring arrays with two different edge-to-edge-spacing s=100nm and s=500nm as a function 
of the reverse field. It can be seen that the transition from onion state to vortex state is 
strongly dependent on the edge-to-edge-spacing of the rings. For the remanent state for 
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reversed field Hrev along the major axis of rings, most of the rings in both the closely 
packed array (s=100nm) and widely spaced array (s=500nm) are in the onion states. As 
the reversed field Hrev is increased to 20 Oe, some columns of the closely packed rings 
array have switched to the vortex state due to the effect of magnetostatic interactions in 
Fig 4-9(b). The reversal of columns of rings is possible because in closely packed rings, a 
ring with the smallest switching field can induce collective switching of a whole column 
of rings in the direction of applied field. However, in widely spaced ring array, this would 
not be possible because of the absence of magnetostatic interaction. We observed that 
when the reversed field Hrev is increased above 20 Oe, almost all the rings in the closely 
packed array have switched from onion to the “vortex” state. For rings with inter-ring 
spacing s=500nm, most of the rings still remained in their onion state until the reversed 
field Hrev is increased to 44 Oe, after which the remaining rings start switching 
independently into vortex state as shown in Fig 4-9(h). Complete reversal of all the rings 
from the onion state to the vortex state was achieved for both inter-ring spacing of 100nm 
and 500nm when Hrev was increased above 100 Oe as shown in Fig 4-9(g). Again, we 
have thus shown that in thicker ring (t=50nm) when the edge-to-edge-spacing of rings is 
very small, the magnetostatic coupling will be very strong and this can cause the 
transition from onion state to vortex state to occur at a lower field compared with widely 
spaced rings.  
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Fig 4-9 Evolution of the magnetic state from onion state to reverse onion state as a function of the 
reverse field for a 50nm-thick Ni80Fe20 ring array with s=100nm and s=500nm 
c) 15 Oe 
d) 20 Oe 
e) 31 Oe 
h) 285 Oe 
i) 297 Oe 
j) 500 Oe 
a) 0 Oe f) 44 Oe 
b) 7 Oe g) 151Oe 
2µm 
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Next, we explore the role of magnetostatic coupling on the transition from the vortex 
state to reverse onion state. Shown in Fig.4-8 are the sequences of MFM images taken 
after the application of reversed fields Hrev ranging from 44 Oe to 297 Oe along the major 
axis of two ring arrays with edge-to-edge-spacing s=100nm and s=500nm respectively. 
Again, we observed that the transition from the vortex state to the reverse onion state is 
strongly dependent on the ring edge- to-edge spacing as shown from the field sequences 
in Fig 4-9. 
 
4.7 Summary   
 
We have performed a systematic study of the effect of magnetostatic interactions in 
elongated Ni80Fe20 rings. We observed clearly using magnetic force microscopy that the 
transitions from onion state to vortex and vortex to the reverse onion states are strongly 
dependent on the ring edge-to-edge spacing due to dipolar interaction. We found that for 
the closely packed ring array, the transition from the onion to the vortex state occurs at a 
much lower field due to collective magnetic switching as compared with widely spaced 
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Chapter 5 
 




The ex-situ field imaging technique presented in last chapter has been shown to be an 
effective method to study the irreversible switching behavior during the transition for the 
ring arrays. However, the nature of the technique itself relying on the execution of the 
imaging at remanent state is disadvantageous if a detailed study of the domain state 
evolution “during” the field reversal is of interest. The ability to perform an in-situ field 
MFM imaging is of particular importance as it reveals a clear method of mapping 
magnetic domain states, be it stable, metastable and unstable, present in the reversal 
process under a biased condition. This method will enable the direct correlation of 
experimental data from conventional magnetic characterization techniques such as VSM, 
MOKE and MR measurements.  
 
In this chapter, we present a systematic study of the domain state evolution of Co ring 
arrays using in-situ field MFM imaging, where an in-situ external magnetic field is 
generated by a permanent magnet attached to the SPM system. Firstly, the domain 
evolution for the widely spaced ring arrays with thickness t = 50 nm and s = 500 nm was 
studied, and we found that the rings undergo a uniform->onion->vortex->reverse uniform 
state transition. However, each transition generally spans over a range of fields due to the 
switching field distribution in the arrays, and at lower field strength, the coexistence of 
different magnetization states was observed.  The observations have been further verified 
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by the micromagnetic simulations, which show good agreement with the experimental 
data. We also performed the in-situ field MFM measurements on the Co ring arrays with 
the same lateral dimension of ring but with thinner film thickness and smaller inter-ring 
spacing respectively, and it was found that the change in film thickness and inter-ring 
spacing markedly modify the magnetization state and switching field distribution in the 
arrays. The switching sequence was, however, not affected by the variation of the two 
parameters. Finally, the in-situ field measurements were performed on the anti-ring 
ferromagnetic structure, and the magnetization state sequence of such novel structure was 
reported. 
 
5.2 Experimental Procedures 
 
The Co ring arrays in this chapter were fabricated using the same technique as described 
in section 4.2. In order to reduce stray field disturbance from the MFM tip, relatively 
harder ferromagnetic material Cobalt replaces Ni80 Fe20 as the deposition material for the 
samples studied in this chapter. The Co material was deposited using e-beam evaporation  
technique. The thickness of the films was varied from 30 and 50 nm, and deposition rate 
was fixed at 0.2 Å/s. For the ring arrays, the ring dimension is the same as that presented 
in chapter 4, and the inter-element spacing (s) is varied from 150 to 500 nm, as shown in 
Fig. 5-1.  
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Fig 5-1 SEM micrographs for widely spaced and closely packed ring arrays where the edge-to-edge 
spacing (a) s=500nm (b) s=150nm 
 
For the study of the complete magnetization reversal process, the samples were firstly 
magnetized at a high external field which is able to create an effective single domain state 
in the rings. The field strength was then reduced to a negative high field in steps by 
slowly adjusting the position and the polarity of the permanent magnet until a single 
domain state with opposite polarity was achieved. The MFM image was taken at each 
calculated field step. For the in-situ field imaging, a standard MFM tip was used instead 
of a low moment tip so that the imaging could take place within a wider range of field 
strength. 
5.3 In-situ measurement in widely spaced 50-nm-thick ring array  
This section describes the detailed evolution of magnetization states observed from the 
in-situ field measurements for 50-nm-thick Co ring arrays with s = 500nm. The series of 
MFM experiments were performed with the in-situ field decreasing from 580 Oe  
(highest field generated by the in-situ field measurement setup) to -580 Oe along the 
major axis of the elongated rings. The switching sequence can be generally divided into 
(a) s = 500nm (b) s = 150nm 
x 
y 
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three steps, namely uniform to onion state, onion to vortex state, and vortex to reverse 
onion state. 
 
5.3.1 In-situ Domain State Evolution 
Evolution from Uniform States to Onion States 
 
Fig 5-2 Representative MFM images captured under a varying in-situ field applied along the positive y-
direction from 580 Oe to 0 Oe for the widely spaced 50-nm-thick Co ring arrays 
 
Shown in Fig. 5-2 are the representative MFM pictures captured under a varying in-situ 
field applied along the positive y-direction from 580 Oe to 0 Oe for the widely spaced 50-
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typically shows a distinctive dark and bright contrast at the two ends along the major axis 
of the rings. The two contrasts result from the magnetic charges emerging at the surface  
of the shorter edges due to the strong external field. The bright area signifies the positive 
charges and the dark area is due to the negative charges. At this field value, the rings are 
effectively in a uniform state of a single domain with its magnetization pinned along the 
external field direction. It should be noted that this magnetization state could not be 
observed in the ex-situ field measurements in chapter 4, as it is not stable at remanent 
state due to the associated high demagnetizing energy. 
 
As the field is reduced to 140 Oe, the majority of the magnetization state of the rings 
transforms from the uniform state to the onion state, the contrast of which resembles the 
Greek letter “∑”, as shown in Fig. 5-2(b). The joint of the two bright color segments at 
the upper corners of “∑” corresponds to the position where head-to-head domain wall is 
located, while the intersection of the two dark color contrasts at the bottom corner 
corresponds to the position of the tail-to-tail domain walls. It has been shown in chapter 4 
that the MFM contrast observed here is due to the formation of vortex wall. Other than 
“∑” state, it was also noted that a small fraction of the rings have nucleated into the more 
stable vortex state as indicated by the arrow. The vortex state is typically in the form of 
alternating dark and bright contrast along the ring edge. This inhomogeneity in spin states 
could be attributed to the switching field distributions in the arrays. 
 
At remanent state as shown in Fig. 5-2(c), most of the rings still remain in the onion state, 
however, the detailed contrast is different from those observed in Fig. 5-2(b). This is 
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more apparent at the upper corner of the rings, where three enclosed bright regions 
instead of two are nucleated, as marked in the blown-up view. The difference can be 
attributed to the reduction in the Zeeman energy, which tries to align the spins in the 
rings along the field direction. The reduction in the external field also results in an 
increasing number of rings switches to the vortex state as compared with Fig. 5-2(b). 
 
Evolution from Onion  to Vortex State 
Shown in Fig. 5-3 is the magnetic domain state evolution for the Co arrays from onion to 
vortex state. When the applied field is increased in the negative direction to -80 Oe, the 
number of rings evolving into vortex states continues to increase as shown in Fig. 5-3(a). 
As the field is further increased, the vortex state becomes the dominant state, surpassing 
the percentage of the onion state as shown in Fig. 5-3(b). At a field value of -200 Oe, the 
onion to vortex state transition is completed as shown in Fig. 5-3(c), and the stable vortex 





















Fig 5-3 Representative MFM images captured under a varying in-situ field applied along the positive y-
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It is interesting to note that although the rings are in the vortex state, the state is 
undergoing a stronger bias with the increasing magnitude of the external field. This leads 
to an enhanced contrast at the shorter edges of the rings as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 
5-3(d), in contrast to those vortex states captured at remanence in Fig. 5-2(c) which 
shows no distinctive contrast. 
 
Evolution from Vortex to Reverse Uniform State 
As the field continues to increase in the negative y direction, the rings undergo a 
transition from vortex to reverse uniform state as shown in Fig. 5-4. At -340 Oe, the 
vortex states are subject to further bias from the external field, and we observed that some 
of the rings have already switched to an intermediate magnetization state as circled in Fig. 
5-4(a), which will finally lead to the reverse magnetization. This state differs from the 
vortex states in the rest of the rings in that a clear dark contrast is observed at the upper 
end of each ring, which is similar to those established in Fig. 5-2(a) where a single 
domain is established. By comparing the two MFM images, it is not difficult to tell that 
the magnetization at the upper edge of the ring has switched along the negative y 
direction, while the spins at the lower edge still remain in the vortex configuration. 
 
As the field is increased to -400 Oe in Fig. 5-4(b), the vortex state is no longer the 
favorable state from the energy minimization view point. From the MFM image, about 
50% of the rings have switched to the reverse uniform state, which is marked by the dark 
and bright contrast at the upper and lower edges. The rest of the rings are in an 
intermediate state from the vortex to the reverse single domain state. Finally when the 
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field is increased further to -580 Oe, the rings are completely reversed to the single 
domain state with magnetization along the external field direction, as shown in Fig. 5-
4(c). 
 
Fig 5-4 Representative MFM images captured under a varying in-situ field applied along the positive y-
direction from -340 Oe to -580 Oe for the widely spaced 50-nm-thick Co ring arrays 
 
Thus, it has been shown that the MFM measurements incorporating in-situ field 
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5.3.2 Magnetization Reversal Mechanism 
From the systematic in-situ field MFM measurements, we can see that the magnetization 
reversal process in the widely spaced Co ring arrays can be generally divided into three 
steps, namely uniform to onion state, onion to vortex state, and finally vortex to reverse 
uniform state. The complete uniform and reverse uniform states, where a single magnetic 
domain is established, occur for all the rings at the maximum external field of ±580Oe 
respectively.  
 
The uniform to onion state transition completes at 140 Oe in Fig. 5-2(b), and 
subsequently the onion state remains in the MFM image until -140 Oe. It should be noted 
that even for onion state, the MFM shows noticeable difference at various field strength 
due to the involvement of Zeeman energy in determining the spin configuration. This was 
not observed in the ex-situ measurements in chapter 4, because these unstable states such 
as “∑” state have to be sustained by the external field.  
 
The transition to vortex states is rather interesting, as we observed sparse event of vortex 
formation even at 140 Oe. If we look at the complete the reversal process (Fig. 5-2 to Fig. 
4), vortex state could be found in almost all the MFM images except at the highest fields 
of ±580Oe. This observation indirectly shows that the vortex is a very stable 
configuration for the ring structures as compared with the onion state. 
 
The transition from vortex to the reverse uniform state emerges from -340 Oe, where 
some hybrid domain state consisting of half vortex and half single domain configuration 
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was firstly observed. The completion of reversal into reverse uniform state was finally 
observed at -580 Oe. 
 
To give a quantitative analysis for the switching field distribution of each magnetization 
state, the percentages of the different magnetic states at various fields extracted from 
MFM images in Figs. 5-2~5-4 is summarized in Table 5-1. The same data were plotted in 
the 3-D line graph in Fig. 5-5 as well for a better illustration. It can be seen that the 
uniform and reverse uniform states completely dominate the high positive and negative 
field ranges. It is clear that the vortex state has the broadest distribution over the field 
range studied, with its initial appearance at 140 Oe with 9.48% coverage to -400 Oe with 
a value of 39.58%. It starts to dominate the spin state composition at -140 Oe with 
77.08%, and the distribution peaked from -200 Oe to -280 Oe with 100% coverage. The 
onion state however shows its dominance only at a low field, with a peak value of 90% at 
140 Oe. The percentage of onion states reduces steadily until -80 Oe with a value of 80%, 
which is subsequently followed by an almost exponential decrease with further increase 
of the field strength in the negative direction. 
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Uniform(%) Onion(%) Vortex(%) Reverse Uniform(%) 
580 100.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
140 0.00  90.63  9.48  0.00  
0 0.00  87.50  12.50  0.00  
-80 0.00  79.17  20.83  0.00  
-140 0.00  22.91  77.08  0.00  
-200 0.00  0.00  100.00 0.00  
-280 0.00  0.00  100.00 0.00  
-340 0.00  0.00  94.79  5.20  
-400 0.00  0.00  39.58  56.25  
-580 0.00  0.00  0.00  100.00  
 
Table 5-1 The percentages of the different magnetic states at various fields extracted from MFM images 
in Figs. 5-2~5-4 
















Uniform State Onion State Vortex State Reverse Uniform State  
Fig 5-5 3-D plot of percentage of magnetic state at various fields extracted from MFM images in Figs. 5-
2~5-4 
 
5.3.3 Magnetic Hysteresis Loop 
Based on the spin configurations of the four magnetic states, we can actually estimate the 
normalized magnetization of each. For the uniform and reverse uniform states, the 
magnetization can be taken as M1 = 1 and M4 = -1, as shown in Figs. 5-6(a) and (d) 
respectively. The magnetization of the onion state along the field direction can be 
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determined from the geometrical dimension of the rings, and the magnetization (M3 = 
0.63) is about 0.63 when is normalized against the uniform state, as shown in Fig. 5-6(b). 
The vortex states can be generally regarded as a zero magnetization states (M3 = 0), as 








Fig 5-6 Representative magnetic states under a varying in-situ field applied along the positive y-direction 
from M1 = 1 to M4 = -1 
 
With the distribution and magnetization of each state known, we can construct the 
average magnetic hysteresis (M-H) loops for the ring arrays studied in Figs. 5-2 ~ 5-4 
using 
4
( ) ( )
1




= ∑     (5.1) 
where M(H) is the normalized average magnetization at field H, and Pi(H) the percentage of 
each magnetization state i at H. Figure 5-7 shows the normalized M-H loop based on Eq. 
5.1. The reverse loop from -580 to 580 Oe in grey is simply obtained from the data in the 
other loop by symmetry. 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
M1=1 M2=0.63 M3=0 M4=-1 
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Fig 5-7 The normalized M-H loop based on the MFM measurement from Fig 5-2 to Fig 5-4 
 
From the M-H loop, we can identify the 3-step switching process in the Co ring arrays, 
which can be easily associated with the magnetic states in Figs. 5-2 ~ 5-4. If we trace the 
loop marked by the black dots, the first clear switching in magnetization of the ring 
arrays, as marked by the red segment, is mainly due to the transition from uniform to 
onion states. This causes the normalized magnetization in the arrays drop from 1 to 0.57. 
The relatively stable plateau was observed after that, showing most of the rings remain in 
the onion states. As shown by the blue lines, a sharp decrease in magnetization occurs 
after the field of -140 Oe, which brings the arrays into zero magnetization state i.e. vortex 
states. The field at which the magnetization reaches zero magnetization corresponds to 
the coercivity of the ring arrays. The zero magnetization is found to be -200 Oe, which 
also corresponds to the coercivity of the ring arrays. Again, the magnetization was kept 
almost constant until a higher field of -340 Oe. Immediately after that, the magnetization 
is reversed to the opposite polarity, as shown by the green segment, having the reverse 
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5.3.4 Micromagnetic Simulation 
In order to correlate the experimental data with the theoretical prediction, we performed 
micromagnetic simulation on the magnetization state of the Co rings in Figs. 5-2 ~ 5-4. 
Here, the simulations were carried out using 2D Object Oriented Micromagnetic 
Framework (OOMMF) code from NIST [1].  
 
The simulation model consists of a single Co ring with the identical physical dimension 
as shown in Fig. 5-1(b). The magnetic parameters used for the simulation are saturation 
magnetization Ms = 1.4 ×103 kA/m, exchange constant A= 3×10-6 erg/cm, and anisotropy 
constant Ku = 0 due to the deposition method. The cell size for the micromagnetic 
simulation is chosen to be 5 nm. The convergence criterion was a misalignment between 
magnetization and effective field (|m×h|) lower than 10-5 in every computation cell. To 
simulate the magnetization reversal process, the field was swept from 10 kOe to -10 kOe 
along the major axis of the ring, and the spin configurations were captured after the 
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Fig 5-8 The simulated M-H for fields applied along the major axis of the widely spaced 50-nm-thick Co 
ring arrays 
 
Shown in Fig. 5-8 is the simulated M-H for fields applied along the major axis of the 
elongated Co ring. For clarity, only the low field range of the curve (±2 kOe) is shown. 
The typical spin configurations (A-G) obtained from the simulations at different field 
strength is shown as inserts in the graph. From the figures, we can see that the modeling 
results are in good agreement with the experimental curve in Fig. 5-7. The simulated 
curve is characterized by two prominent discontinuous jumps, which correspond to the 
onion to vortex and vortex to reverse uniform state transitions respectively. However, 
compared with the interpolated M-H loop from the captured MFM images, the two sharp 
transitions in the simulated M-H loop are much sharper. This is because the M-H loop 
from experiments were obtained from an average behavior of ring arrays, which result in 
a wide switching field distribution. The actual fields where the switching occurs in the 
experiment have been observed to differ from those in simulation, which could be partly 
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micromagnetic simulation. In addition, for the actual sample, the edge roughness and the 
inherent defects arising from the fabrication process also play a part in the difference. 
However, it is easy to see that the general switching behavior is still consistent with what 
was observed in the experiment. This consistency is clear, if we compare the detailed spin 
configurations obtained from the micromagnetic simulation with the MFM results. 
 
In order to map the MFM contrast to the simulated spin states obtained, we selected 
representative micromagnetic spin configurations and superimposed the divergence of the 
magnetization at the background. Shown as inserts in Fig. 5-8 are the spin states together 
with magnetization divergence from simulation at various field strengths. For the 
magnetization divergence, brighter color in the area of the magnetic material indicates 
more negative divergence (positive magnetic charge), whereas the darker region indicates 
more positive divergence (negative magnetic charges). 
 
As shown in Fig. 5-8, at a positive high field, the uniform state (A) consists of the bright 
and dark contrasts located at the two extremes of the ring with the underlying magnetic 
spins pointing from one extreme to the other extreme, which confirms the MFM images. 
As depicted in state B, the uniform state later evolved into a state of double vortex 
domain walls at the two corners, which reduces the surface charges at the corner edges.  
It should be noted that in Fig. 5-2(b), most of the “Σ” state is left-right mirrored from the 
simulated state, due to the domain walls nucleated at the right corners of the rings instead. 
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At remanent state (state C), the two vortex walls expand in size as compared with state B, 
moving from the edges of the ring towards the center of the corner. In the meantime, 
distinctive contrasts emerge at the other two corners, as indicated by the red arrows. 
These contrasts are bright above and dark below due to the spin at these areas deviating 
from the external field direction. The overall divergence of the rings shows 6 distinct 
contrasting areas, which are in agreement with the remanent MFM captured in Fig. 5-2(c). 
 
When the external field is switched into the negative half of M-H loop, the rings begin to 
evolve into vortex state, as shown in state D. In the vortex state, the surface charge is 
reduced significantly, which gives alternating contrast only at the four corners, which is 
similarly observed in the MFM in Fig. 5-2(a). As the external field is increased in 
magnitude in the negative direction, the vortex states remained however subject to a 
greater bias due to the Zeeman energy as shown in state E. This results in an enhanced 
contrast at the right corners of the rings and weakened contrast at the rest, which is 
consistent with the MFM images obtained at -200 Oe to -280 Oe in-situ field in Figs. 5-
3(b) and (c). 
 
As the field magnitude increases further, the energy cost of vortex state is too high, and 
the rings switches to the reverse magnetization state as shown in state F. The simulated 
spin state reveals that the reverse magnetization process goes through an intermediate 
state resembling the reverse onion state before finally reaching the reverse uniform state. 
It is characterized by two small vortex domain walls nucleated at the close proximity of 
the corner edge of the rings. This state is however difficult to distinguish from the reverse 
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uniform state during our MFM, partly because of the tip sensitivity. The annihilation of 
the two small vortices leads to the reverse uniform state as shown in Fig. 5-8 G. We have 
thus shown that there is a good agreement between the micromagnetic spin states and the 
MFM results.  
 
5.4 In-situ measurement in widely spaced 30-nm-thick ring array  
 
In this section, while keeping the ring lateral geometry fixed, we varied the film thickness 
of the Co ring arrays studied in last section to 30 nm, and studied the effect of reduced in-
plane demagnetizing field to the magnetization reversal process. In order to compare the 
switching behavior for the two different film thicknesses, we captured the magnetization 
state of the Co rings at the same field strength and orientation as the 50-nm-thick rings 
presented earlier. The corresponding MFM evolution as a function of the field strength is 
shown in Fig. 5-9. 
 
From the figures, we can see that the type of magnetization states during the reversal is 
similar to those observed from 50-nm-thick counterpart, consisting of uniform, onion, 
vortex and reverse uniform states. However, the switching field distribution of each state 
for the 30-nm-thick rings differs from the previous case. This can be seen by looking at 
the magnetization state percentage at each field, as compiled in Table 5-2, and illustrated 
in the 3D line graph in Fig. 5-10 
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Fig 5-9 Representative MFM images captured under a varying in-situ field applied along the positive y-
















(a) 580 Oe (b) 140 Oe (c) 0 Oe
(d) -80 Oe (e) -140 Oe (f) -200 Oe 
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Field (Oe) Uniform(%) Onion(%) Vortex(%) Reverse Uniform(%) 
580 100.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
140 51.25  48.75  0.00  0.00  
0 0.00  71.88  28.13  0.00  
-80 0.00  37.50  62.50  0.00  
-140 0.00  4.17  95.83  0.00  
-200 0.00  0.00  100.00  0.00  
-280 0.00  0.00  100.00  0.00  
-340 0.00  0.00  89.58  10.42  
-400 0.00  0.00  81.25  18.75  
-580 0.00  0.00  0.00  100.00  
 
Table 5-2 Distribution of magnetic states at each field for the widely spaced 30-nm-thick Co ring arrays 
 
At 580 Oe, all the rings are in uniform state, as shown in Fig. 5-9(a). As the field is 
reduced to 140 Oe, we observed a coexistence of the uniform and onion states in the 
picture in contrast to the 50-nm-thick ring where no uniform domain configuration is 
visible. In the figure, about 50% of the rings have switched to the onion state. It is 
interesting to note that some of the rings possess the two states co-existing in a single ring, 
i.e. half of the ring is in onion and the other half in uniform states, as circled in Fig. 5-
9(b).  
 
As the field is reduced to zero, the uniform state disappears, and we observed a 
coexistence of onion and vortex states as shown in Fig. 5-9(c). At this field, about 28% of 
the rings switched to vortex state, which is much higher than that for the 50-nm-thick ring. 
As the field is increased in the negative direction, the percentage of vortex state increases 
significantly, and takes over the onion states as the majority state at –80 Oe with 
coverage of 62.5% as shown in Fig. 5-9(d). The transition from onion to vortex for the 
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30-nm-thick rings is a lot faster as compared to the thicker film in Fig. 5-3(d), where 80% 
of the rings still remain at onion state at -80 Oe. At a field value of -140 Oe, the vortex 
state gained absolute dominance possessed by 95% of the rings, as shown in Fig. 5-9(e). 
 
As the field is further reduced, the vortex becomes the main state in MFM until -400 Oe 
with a percentage of 81.25%, as shown in Fig. 5-9(f)-(i). At -580 Oe, all the rings switch 
to the reverse uniform state, as shown in Fig. 5-9(j). 
 
If we look at the distribution of each state, the uniform state has extended to the low field 
of 140 Oe unlike the 50-nm-thick rings. The onion state for the 30-nm-rings is less stable 
than its thicker counterpart characterized by a narrower percentage distribution, as shown 
by the distribution curve in Fig. 5-10. However, the vortex state has a broader distribution, 
with its absolute dominance over a wider field range from -80 Oe to -400 Oe. This is in 
contrast to the 50-nm-thick rings, where the similar field range is limited from -140 Oe to 
-340 Oe. Like the onion state, the reverse uniform state for the 30-nm-thick rings also has 
narrower distribution than the 50-nm-thick rings.  
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5.5  In-situ measurement in closely packed 50-nm-thick Co ring 
arrays 
 
In order to understand the effect of magnetostatic interaction on the switching process of 
Co ring array, further measurements were performed on the geometrically identical ring 
but with smaller inter-ring spacing s = 150 nm. Shown in Fig.5-11 are the representative 
MFM image sequences for closely packed ring arrays (s = 150 nm) with thickness t = 
50nm under varying in-situ field.  
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Fig 5-11 Representative MFM images captured under a varying in-situ field applied along the positive y-
direction from 580 Oe to -580 Oe for the closely packed 50-nm-thick Co ring arrays 
 
From the figure, we can see that the change in inter-element spacing does not affect the 
type of magnetization states during the reversal process. However, due to the stronger 
magnetostatic coupling at smaller inter-ring spacing, the detailed switching behavior 
markedly differs from the widely spaced case, which has been similarly shown by the 
percentage of the magnetization states in Table. 5-3. 
(a) 580 Oe (b) 140 Oe (c) 0 Oe
(d) -80 Oe (e) -140 Oe (f) -200 Oe 
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Field 
(Oe) Uniform(%) Onion(%) Vortex(%)
Reverse 
Uniform(%) 
580 100.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
140 1.30  98.70  0.00  0.00  
0 0.00  100.00 0.00  0.00  
-80 0.00  91.60  8.40  0.00  
-140 0.00  16.90  83.10  0.00  
-200 0.00  0.00  100.00 0.00  
-280 0.00  0.00  100.00 0.00  
-340 0.00  0.00  84.42  15.58  
-400 0.00  0.00  0.00  100.00  
-580 0.00  0.00  0.00  100.00  
Table 5-3 Distribution of magnetic states at each field for the closely packed 50-nm-thick Co ring arrays 
 
The difference can be clearly seen from the vortex state, which becomes less favorable 
for energy minimization for the system due to the introduction of the inter-element 
magnetostatic coupling energy.  For the closely packed rings, we can see that the vortex 
state never occurs until the reverse field at -140 Oe with a small percentage of 8.4% as 
shown in Fig. 5-11(d), in contrast to the widely spaced case where the vortex state 
emerges a lot earlier at a field of positive 140 Oe in Fig. 5-2(b). This shows that the 
magnetostatic coupling helps to stabilize the onion state through dipolar interaction 
between rings. When the field is reduced further beyond -280 Oe as shown in Fig. 5-
11(h), the rings switch to the reverse uniform state very quickly, and completion of the 
process ends at -400 Oe in Fig. 5-11(i), which is much smaller than that in the widely 
spaced ring arrays at -580 Oe. Once again, the earlier switching from the vortex to 
reverse uniform state could be attributed to the magnetostatic coupling introduced in the 
arrays. Due to the switching field distribution in the arrays, some of the rings switch to 
the reverse uniform state earlier. These early switched rings create a bias field to its 
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immediate neighboring rings along the major axis, which promotes the overall process of 
reverse switching from the vortex state. This was similarly observed in the ex-situ field 
measurements in chapter 4. 
 
5.6 Mesoscopic Co anti-ring structures 
Advances in lithographic techniques are now enabling researchers to create novel 
magnetic structures with interesting properties. In the past, there have been many studies 
on magnetic mesostructures and nanostructures, including magnetic wires [2, 3], dots [4-
6] and rings [7, 8]. There is another class of magnetic mesostructures, which have been 
receiving increasing attention lately, is the so called antidot structures. Antidot structures 
are the reverse of those isolated mesostructures in which arrays of holes (antidots) are 
embedded into contiguous magnetic materials. The antidots can be described as 
artificially engineered “defects” in an otherwise continuous film. It has been found that 
the antidots can “harden” the magnetic thin film by pinning of the magnetic domain walls 
[9]. The size and distribution of the engineered holes can greatly influence the properties 
of the film such as the coercive field, magnetic anisotropy, and magnetization reversal 
behavior [10-12]. Microscopically, the presence of ordered holes could also modify the 
intrinsic magnetic anisotropy of the film locally, inducing well defined periodic domain 
structures in the vicinity of the holes [13-15]. In this section, we present our results from 
magnetic anti-ring mesostructures fabricated using deep UV lithography. The anti-ring 
structure is formed by creating a hollow ring in the square submicron magnetic dot, 
which results in a square ring with a circular dot in its center. We will study the detailed 
domain evolution in the anti-ring structures. 
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Fig 5-12 SEM micrographs for widely spaced anti-ring arrays where (a) single anti-ring and (b) s=500nm 
edge-to-edge-spacing arrays are shown. 
 
The scanning electron micrograph of a single Co anti-ring is shown in Fig. 5-12(a). The 
anti-ring is generally of square shape and the outer edge length is 800nm with thickness t 
= 30 nm. The length of the edge excluding the rounded corner is 500nm. The diameter of 
the central hole is 400nm, while diameter of the central dot is 180nm. The edge-to-edge-
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Fig 5-13 Representative MFM images captured under a varying in-situ field applied along the positive y-
direction from 490 Oe to -490 Oe for widely spaced 30-nm-thick Co anti-ring arrays 
 
The magnetization reversal process was performed using the in-situ field MFM 
measurements. The in-situ field dependent MFM images for the anti-rings are shown in 
Fig 5-13. The MFM images were taken at in-plane external fields Hext of decreasing 






f) –300 Oe 
g) –330 Oe 
h) –490 Oe 
+Hext 
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When the external field Hext is 490 Oe, as shown in Fig. 5-13(a), all the anti-rings stay in 
the uniform state, with their magnetization along the field direction. This is clearly shown 
in the blown up view in Fig 5-13(a), in which both the outer square ring and the inner dot 
are characterized by a distinctive dark and bright contrasts. When the external field 
applied is reduced to 93 Oe as shown in 5-13(b), we observed the outer square ring 
evolves into the onion state, which is similarly observed in the elongated rings in the 
previous sections. The brightest and darkest contrasts of the rings are typically observed at 
the upper-left and bottom right corners of the rings, which correspond to the locations for 
the head-to-head and tail-to-tail walls. At this field value, we could not observe any clear 
contrast for the inner dot, which indicates that it has switched into the vortex state. As the 
field is reduced even further to 29 Oe and 0 Oe, the majority of the outer square rings still 
remain in the diagonal onion state, and a small fraction of them switches to the more 
stable vortex state, as circled in 5-13(c) and 5-13(d). The number of vortex states 
increases with the reduction of field, with 6 out of 64 anti-rings observed in the picture at 
29 Oe, and 13 at 0 Oe.  
 
As the external field Hext decreases to -190 Oe, as shown in Fig 5-13(e), most of the anti-
rings have been switched into vortex state and the dominance of vortex states continues 
until -300 Oe as shown in Fig. 5-13(f). However, at this stage, the inner dots of the anti-
ring structures have switched to the reverse uniform state, as shown by the dark and bright 
contrast along the field direction in the center of the blown up picture in 5-13(f). As the 
external field Hext is further decreased to -330 Oe in 5-13(g), about half of the elements 
have switched to the reverse uniform state. The outer square rings of the remaining anti-
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ring structure are in a strongly biased vortex state, as shown by the distorted contrast as 
compared with the alternating contrast at a lower field. It is observed that at external field 
Hext  -490 Oe, the reversal process completes, and all the anti-rings are in reversed uniform  




We have studied the magnetic domain evolution in Co ring arrays as a function of in-situ 
magnetic fields. Firstly, the domain evolution for the widely spaced ring arrays with 
thickness t = 50 nm and s = 500 nm were studied, and we found the rings are typically 
characterized by a uniform->onion->vortex->reverse uniform state transformation. 
However, due to the switching field distribution in the arrays different magnetization 
states were generally observed to coexist at low field strength.  The experimental 
observations have been further verified by the micromagnetic simulations, which agree 
well to the experimental data. The in-situ field MFM measurements on the Co ring arrays 
with the same lateral dimension of ring but with smaller film thickness and inter-ring 
spacing respectively were also performed, and we found that the change in film thickness 
and inter-ring spacing markedly modify the switching field distribution in the arrays. 
Finally, the in-situ field measurements were performed on the Co anti-ring mesostructure, 
and the magnetization state sequence in the anti-ring arrays was reported. 
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In the course of this study, magnetic force microscopy has been used to study the 
magnetization reversal process in ferromagnetic mesostructures. Two different methods 
that have been developed to study the reversal properties, namely, the ex-situ and in-situ 
field techniques. 
In the first part of this thesis, the question of how the magnetostatic interaction 
affects the reversal in elongated submicron Ni80Fe20 rings was addressed. From the ex-
situ field MFM measurements, we observed that the transitions from onion state to vortex 
and vortex to the reverse onion states are strongly dependent on the ring edge-to-edge 
spacing due to dipolar interaction. We found that for the closely packed ring array, the 
transitions from the onion to the vortex state and vortex to reverse onion states occur at a 
much lower field due to collective magnetic switching as compared with widely spaced 
rings. 
Secondly, it was observed that the detailed magnetization state of the rings can be 
markedly modified by the film thickness due to the change in the in-plane demagnetizing 
energy and magnetic field orientation due to shape anisotropy. We observed the 
formation of transverse domain wall for the Ni80Fe20 rings with thickness t = 20 nm and 
vortex wall for t = 50 nm, which gives rise to different MFM contrasts in the onion state. 
The observation of the distinctive magnetization states has been further verified by the 
micromagnetic simulations, which show good agreement with the MFM images. As the 
field orientation is changed from along the major axis to minor axis, we observed a 
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drastic change in domain state configuration from onion state to vortex state for the 
closely packed ring arrays. 
Thirdly, the magnetization reversal process of elongated Co ring arrays was 
studied by the in-situ field MFM, which revealed that Co rings typically undergo a 
uniform->onion->vortex->reverse uniform state transition as the field is applied along the 
major axis. However, the switching field distribution in the arrays generally causes each 
transition to be completed over a wide range of fields, which resulted in the observation 
of coexistence of different magnetization states in the ring arrays.  The experimental 
results have been further verified by the micromagnetic simulations, which show good 
agreement with the experimental data. We also performed the in-situ field MFM 
measurements on the Co ring arrays with the same lateral dimension of ring but with 
different film thickness and inter-ring spacing respectively, and it was found that the 
change in film thickness and inter-ring spacing markedly modify the magnetization state 
and switching field distribution in the arrays. The switching sequence was, however, not 
affected by the variation of the two parameters.  
 Lastly, we fabricated arrays of Co anti-ring mesostructure, which was formed by 
creating a hollow ring in the square ferromagnetic dots using deep UV lithography. 
Systematic in-situ field measurements were performed, and the magnetization reversal 
sequence for this novel structure was reported. 
 It has been shown in this thesis that the magnetic states in mesoscopic rings are 
strongly affected by the film thickness and inter-ring spacing. The results also show that 
for the design of magnetic random access memory cells based on ferromagnetic rings, 
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